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This popular pocket atlas helps readers rapidly identify key anatomic structures of the neck,

abdomen, female pelvis, and male genitalia on ultrasound scans...and shows how to distinguish

these structures from artifacts. The thoroughly revised Second Edition features 74 sharp, new

images obtained with state-of-the-art ultrasound technology.Each page presents a high-resolution

image that is clearly labeled to point out anatomic landmarks. Directly above the image are a key to

the labels and a thumbnail illustration that orients the reader to the plane of view (sagittal, axial, or

coronal). This format--sharp images, orienting thumbnails, and clear keys--enables readers to

identify features with unprecedented speed and accuracy.Praise for the previous

edition:"Recommend that this atlas be in the pocket of all neophyte abdominal ultrasonographers

and all first-year radiology residents. It should also be available in all radiology

departments."--Radiology
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I have been a sonographer for 18 years and I purchased this book for my department but will be

sending it back. I have NEVER seen such horrible quality images printed in an ultrasound book. The

images are so dark and incredibly grainy that one can barely tell what they are. If it weren't for that,

this would have be a nice reference book.



I ordered this and another atlas. I was dissapointed in this one because it didn't show exactly where

the transducer was placed and wasn't nearly as big as the other atlas I ordered for half the price.

The images are ok quality and good for review.

I am a sonography educator and this is a great book for my students to carry to clinic.I have used

several of the books in the Pocket Atlas series and have liked all of them

how do you rate this product. I would rate it 4 stars out of 5 star for this product 4

This is a great little pocket book. The pictures are detailed. It's a wonderful book for a new tech.

I feel like this book is overpriced for the crappy images it shows... I just received my copy today and

after paying almost $32.00, I expected great quality images as the book claims. My images are so

dark, I can't even differentiate what's what without looking at the diagrams. I feel like this is a

horribly printed book with great intentions, however for a student like me, just about to start my

sonography career, this book is garbage. There is no descriptions of anything, whether sagital or

trans...some words are cut off due to bad printing. Really I want a refund!!!! Disappointed with this

book.

It's an okay pocket book. But I needed more explanations to go along with the images. I'm a

beginner.
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